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ONIKUMA G32 RGB Gaming Keyboard (Black)

Onikuma G32 RGB gaming keyboard (black)
Get the Onikuma G32 keyboard and conquer the world of virtual gaming! With 104 keys, it allows precise control during any gameplay.
High  key  life,  estimated  at  8  million  clicks,  guarantees  reliability  and  long-lasting  usability,  even  during  the  most  demanding  gaming
marathons. RGB backlighting adds a unique touch to your gaming workstation, creating an unforgettable atmosphere while you play.
 
Ready for any challenge
The Onikuma G32 will not let you down even in the most intense moments of gameplay, providing not only comfort, but also reliability at
every  stage  of  the  gaming  adventure.  Thanks  to  its  membrane  design,  the  keys  respond  smoothly  and  quietly,  allowing  you  to
concentrate  on  the  game  without  distracting  noise.  What's  more,  thanks  to  its  splash  resistance,  you  don't  have  to  worry  about
damaging it even if you accidentally spill a drink.
 
Discover a world of colors
The keyboard is  equipped with striking RGB backlighting with three different effects that will  provide you with an unforgettable visual
experience during any game. Whether you choose a static light to match your mood or a pulsating mode to highlight dynamic gaming
moments, the Onikuma G32 will allow you to create the gaming mood exactly as you want it.
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ManufacturerOnikumaModelG32ColorBlackKeyboard  typeMembraneConnectionWired,  USBNumber  of  keys104Key  life8  million
clicksBacklightingYes,  RGBCompatible  operating  systemsWin98  /  Win2000  /  Win  XP  /  Vista  /  Win7  /  Win8  /
Win10MaterialABSDimensions448 x 172 x 29 mmWeight530 g

Price:

€ 10.50
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